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Abstract

The non-Maxwellian κ-distributions have been detected in various space plasmas, including so-

lar wind. However, no evidence of their presence in the solar corona has been found yet. The

PhD thesis is focused on diagnostics of κ-distributions of electrons in the solar corona and tran-

sition region using spectroscopic data. The diagnostic methods were proposed by Dzifčáková

and Kulinová (2010) for spectral lines of iron ions. These methods are in PhD thesis extended

using lines of other ions. Lines suitable for diagnostics of κ, as well as density and temper-

ature were selected. A specialized observation for the Hinode/EIS instrument were prepared

and carried out. This dataset is analyzed and diagnosed parameters of coronal plasma are pre-

sented and discussed. The diagnosed results shown that the investigated plasma is unlikely to

be Maxwellian. The differential emission measure (DEM) of different solar regions were inves-

tigated and the influence of κ-distribution to the DEM were shown. For lower κ, the peaks of

the DEMs are typically shifted to higher temperatures and the DEMs themselves become more

wider. The PhD thesis provides straightforward analysis from theoretical diagnostic method

to application on obtained data. The presented results challenge the traditional Maxwellian

analysis of coronal observations. The PhD Thesis Report offers a short introduction to the

κ-distributions and the summary of the most important results of the the PhD thesis.

Keywords: solar corona – κ-distributions – spectroscopy – plasma diagnostics –

differential emission measure
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Chapter 1

κ-distributions and EUV

spectroscopy

1.1 κ-distributions

The main role of the space science is to explore the universe. The observations are in this process

absolutely essential. In this sense, the solar physics is a very privileged part of space science,

due to its numerous ground and space-borne observatories with a multitude of high-precision

data. Despite that, there are many processes which are unresolved and their nature is still too

complicated.

The assumption that the energies of the particles in the solar atmosphere are distributed by

Maxwellian distribution is commonly used in the scientific community. Most of the present-day

observations are interpreted under this assumption, although the non-Maxwellian distributions

would offer physically more consistent interpretation. Departures from the Maxwellian distri-

bution are argued to be ubiquitous in the solar atmosphere above R=1.05RSun (Scudder and

Karimabadi, 2013). In this respect, dynamic or nonlocal effects give rise to the κ-distributions

characterized by suprathermal, high-energy tails (e.g., Vasyliunas, 1968; Owocki and Scud-

der, 1983; Shoub, 1983; Leubner, 2002; Tsallis, 2009; Livadiotis and McComas, 2013). The

κ-distributions were detected in solar wind (e.g. Collier et al., 1996; Maksimovic et al., 1997;

Zouganelis, 2008; Le Chat et al., 2011), outer heliosphere (Decker et al., 2005), inner heliosheath

(Livadiotis and McComas, 2012), and also in the solar transition region (e.g., Pinfield et al.,

1999; Dzifčáková and Kulinová, 2011) and flare plasmas (Kašparová and Karlický, 2009; Oka

et al., 2013). However, direct evidence for the presence of κ-distributions in the solar corona is
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CHAPTER 1. κ-DISTRIBUTIONS AND EUV SPECTROSCOPY 6

still lacking (Feldman et al., 2007) or ambiguous.

Figure 1.1: A comparison of the κ-distribution with κ=2, 3, 5, 10 and the Maxwellian one.

The energy distributions are displayed for the same T =106.5 K and the mean

energy.

The κ-distribution (Fig. 1.1) is a distribution of electron energies characterized by a power-

law high-energy tail (Owocki and Scudder, 1983; Livadiotis and McComas, 2009)

f(E, κ)dE = Aκ
2

√
π(kBT )3/2

E1/2dE(
1 + E

(κ−3/2)kBT

)κ+1 , (1.1)

where Aκ is a normalization constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T and κ are the

parameters of the distribution. The free parameter κ changes the shape of distribution function

from κ→ 3/2 corresponding to the highest deviation from Maxwellian distribution, to κ→∞

corresponding to the Maxwellian distribution.

1.2 EUV synthetic spectra for κ-distributions

We assume that the solar corona is optically thin (e.g., Phillips et al., 2008). The intensity Iji

of a spectral line with a wavelength λji arising due to a transition j→ i is given by the sum of

all contributions from the plasma along the line of sight dl

Iji =
1

4π

∫
Gji(T,Ne, κ)N

2
e dl , (1.2)
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where the contribution function Gji(T,Ne, κ) includes all atomic processes that contribute to

the line formation. In optically thin conditions it can be expressed as

Gji(T,Ne, κ) =
hc

λji

Aji

Ne

N+k
X,i

N+k
X

N+k
X

NX
AX

NH

Ne
. (1.3)

In this expression, Aji is the Einstein coefficient giving the probability of the spontaneous

emission, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, Ne and NH are the electron and

hydrogen densities, respectively, N+k
X,i is the density of the k-times ionized ion of the element X

with the electron on the excited upper level i, N+k
X is the total density of the ion +k, and NX

is the total density of the element X. The quantity N+k
X,i/N

+k
X represents the excited fraction

of the ion +k. The N+k
X /NX is the relative ion abundance and finally AX = NX/NH is the

abundance of the element X.

For evaluating the Gji(T,Ne, κ), the ionization equilibrium (i.e., the N+k
X /NX) and the

excitation equilibrium (i.e., the N+k
X,i/N

+k
X ) must be known. Usually, these are obtained by

integrating the appropriate cross-sections for collisional ionization, recombination, excitation,

and de-excitation over the Maxwellian distribution, as done e.g. in the CHIANTI database

(Dere et al., 1997; Landi et al., 2013). However, the Gji(T,Ne, κ) can also be evaluated for the

κ-distributions. Generally, the changes in Gji(T,Ne, κ) with κ are dominated by the ionization

equilibrium, which exhibits wider and flatter ionization peaks, that can also be shifted to higher

or lower temperatures (Dzifčáková, 2002; Dzifčáková and Dud́ık, 2013). Changes in the electron

collisional excitation and deexcitation rates, and therefore in the excitation equilibrium, depend

on the type of transitions and ratio of excitation energies to temperature. They can be calculated

directly from atomic cross sections; or, if the cross-sections are lacking, using method described

in Dzifčáková (2006) and tested in Dzifčáková and Mason (2008).

Using the definition of the differential emission measure (DEM) (e.g., Phillips et al., 2008)

DEM(T ) = N2
e

dl

dT
[cm−5K−1], (1.4)

the observed line intensity can be rewritten as

Iji =
1

4π

∫
T
Gji(T,Ne, κ)DEM(T ) dT. (1.5)

The value of DEM(T ) can be determined from observed spectra by inversion of Eq. (1.5) using

known set of Gji(T,Ne, κ) functions.



Chapter 2

Diagnostics of κ-distributions

2.1 Diagnostics possibilities

We have studied the effects of the non-Maxwellian κ-distributions on the intensities of the

spectral lines originating in the solar transition region and the solar corona. This could offers

the “missing piece of the puzzle” in the investigation of origin and presence of the κ-distributions

in our solar system plasma. Successful diagnostics of κ-distributions could be also important

for interpretation of the conditions in the solar corona.

Dzifčáková and Kulinová (2010) proposed a method for the diagnostics of the κ-distributions

in the solar corona using spectral lines of iron ions. We extended this analysis and we analyzed

the possibilities to diagnose the non-Maxwellian κ-distributions using the Al, Ar, Ca, Mg, Ni,

O, S, and Si lines observed by the Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (EIS) (Culhane

et al., 2007) onboard of the Hinode satellite (Kosugi et al., 2007). From these lines, only Ca, Ni,

S, and O lines provide opportunities to determine the value of κ. We discussed the dependence

of these κ-sensitive line ratios on the electron density and assessed the presence of possible

blends and their elimination. Generally, the line ratios belonging to ions in different ionization

stages offer greater diagnostic capabilities. The line ratios of O iv ion are a notable exception.

This is the only ion whose lines are density-insensitive and thus also offers diagnostics of κ

independent of the electron density. However, simultaneous diagnostics of both temperature

and κ is not unique for the entire temperature range. To test the proposed diagnostic methods,

the predicted line ratios were compared with the observed line ratios by Brown et al. (2008)

in different solar regions. The observed line ratio O iv (207.18+207.24 Å) /O iv 279.93 Å does

not correspond to the Maxwellian distribution. However, these lines are blended by Mg ix lines.
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CHAPTER 2. DIAGNOSTICS OF κ-DISTRIBUTIONS 9

These blends cannot be removed using EIS observations alone. The observed Sx ratios for the

limb region suggests κ ≤ 3. However, the limb region is also likely to be multithermal and the

error due to photon statistics is large. The data of Brown et al. (2008) are not really appropriate

for determination of the value of κ.

We also investigated the influence of κ on the density diagnostics using the line ratios

of Sx, Sxi, Six, Arxiv, and Nixvi proposed by Young (2007). We have found that Sx

196.81 Å / 264.23 Å and Six 261.06 Å / 258.37 Å are not suitable for density diagnostics if the

electrons are described by a κ-distribution. We failed to diagnose density from the remaining

Sx and Arxiv lines since the observed ratios were higher than the theoretical ranges. This

indicates the presence of blends, that are either unknown or cannot be removed due to missing

data. Therefore, we used Fe line ratios for this purpose. Typically, the diagnosed densities

are lower by ≈ 0.1 dex for the κ-distribution than the densities diagnosed for the Maxwellian

distribution. This is due to changes in the ionization and excitation equilibria with κ. The total

errors in the determination of density can be up to ≈ 0.3 dex if the temperature of the emitting

plasma is unknown.

2.2 Diagnostics from the HOP 226

The suggested diagnostics methods were tested on dataset from own observation proposed

for Hinode/EIS, within Hinode Operation Plan (HOP) 226. Data reduction was performed

carefully. We selected coronal loop and provided diagnostics of its plasma parameters using

specific spectral lines. We found that all plasma parameters diagnosed using different line

ratios were almost consistent.

Densities diagnosed using the line ratios of Fexi and Fexiii are shown in Fig. 2.1. The

temperatures, for which the emissivity of the line reaches its maximum (solid lines) and for

temperatures for which the emissivity of the line falls on the 1% of its maximum (dashed and

dot-dashed lines) are used. The mean density for the Maxwellian distribution is diagnosed as

log(ne[cm
−3])= 9.38+0.19

−0.15 and for the κ-distribution with κ=2 as log(ne[cm
−3])= 9.29+0.19

−0.15.

The diagnostics of κ-distribution is presented in Fig. 2.2. The ratios of Fexi to Fexii line

intensities have a high sensitivity for diagnostics of κ. Changes in the ionization equilibrium

increase the sensitivity to κ, which can then be detected more readily.
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Figure 2.1: Density diagnostics using Fe line ratios. Synthetic intensities for Maxwellian dis-

tributions (black) and κ=2 distribution (red) are displayed. Observed intensity

ratios of loop are indicated with their respective errors.
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Figure 2.2: Ratio-ratio diagrams for determination of κ from iron lines. Line intensity ratios

for the observed loop are indicated by the cross with its error bars. The color

coding represents the value of κ: κ = 2 (red lines), κ = 3 (blue), κ = 5 (green), κ

= 10 (yellow), and Maxwellian distribution (black). Points with constant value

of log(T [K]) are connected with thin black lines. Different line styles representing

different densities are indicated.

The diagnosed distribution is unlikely to be Maxwellian and value of diagnosed κ-distribution

is very close to κ=2 (Fig. 2.2). However, the observed line intensity ratios do not exactly match

the predicted ratio-ratio diagrams. The predicted ratio-ratio diagrams were calculated for the

diagnosed densities of log(ne[cm
−3])= 9.0–9.5 and values of κ=2, 3, 5, 10, and Maxwellian. This

mismatch can be a result of unknown blends or self-blends, lower values of κ in the observed

plasmas, or unknown factors. Different ratios of Fexii to Fexi line intensities correspond to

different temperatures for any distribution (Fig. 2.2) what suggested that plasma could be
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multithermal or there could be a problem with atomic data. We note that errors due to photon

statistics, calibration errors and uncertainties of atomic data were taken into account in the

estimation of error bars in Fig. 2.2. The temperatures diagnosed using individual ratio-ratio

diagrams, ≈ 6.1–6.3 are however consistent with typical temperatures detected in coronal loops.

Note also that all four ratio-ratio diagrams show consistently that κ< 2, which may not be a

coincidence.

We conclude that the diagnostics presented here do not provide conclusive and unambiguous

evidence for the presence of the κ-distributions in the solar corona. However, these results are

suggestive, and can represent only one piece of the puzzle that can lead to a more complex picture

of the existence of non-Maxwellian distributions in the solar corona (see also Chapter 3). Our

study also shown that the observations with higher precision and better spectral resolution,

than Hinode/EIS could offer in present time, are needed for a such analysis.



Chapter 3

DEM analysis and the

κ-distributions

We investigated the temperature structure of several active region cores and a quiet Sun region

under the assumption of the non-Maxwellian κ-distributions. To recover the differential emission

measure, we used two methods, namely the Withbroe-Sylwester (W-S) method (Withbroe,

1975; Sylwester et al., 1980) and the regularization method (RIM) (Hannah and Kontar, 2012).

We demonstrated that both DEM reconstruction methods give similar solutions. This gives

confidence in the validity of the reconstructed DEMs. The reconstructed Maxwellian DEMs for

three active region cores and quiet Sun region are in good qualitative agreement with results

published by other authors, who use different DEM reconstruction techniques (Warren et al.,

2012; Landi and Young, 2010). We shown that the influence of κ-distributions on the DEMs is

similar for each of the three active region cores studied. With decreasing κ, the DEMs become

more rotund and their peaks are shifted to higher temperatures (Fig. 3.1). This is chiefly

a consequence of changes in ionization equilibrium, which also lead to individual lines being

formed at wider range of temperatures. The slopes of the EM distributions leftward of its peak

do not change appreciably with κ. This suggests that different assumptions on the shape of the

electron distribution function do not change the constraints on the coronal heating mechanism.

Interpretation of quiet Sun plasma emission may differ for different types of electron distribution

assumed. The DEM is found to be multithermal for Maxwellian distribution, but is much less

multithermal for κ≈ 2 (Fig. 3.2).

Our results show that the multithermality of plasma can be a robust result, although the
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Figure 3.1: EM-loci plots (different colors stand for different ions) and the EM distributions

for inter-moss region 5 using the W-S method (light blue line) and the RIM

(thick black line). The RIM provide vertical and horizontal error bars. The

EM(T ) for Maxwellian distribution (top left) and κ-distribution with κ=5 (top

right), κ=3 (bottom left), κ=2 (bottom right) is shown. The slopes of EMs are

indicated by dark blue linear fits. The power-law indexes α and β are listed.

degree of the multithermality is dependent on the region observed and assumed particle dis-

tribution. Especially in the active region cores, some constraints on the coronal heating can

be derived from DEM reconstruction regardless of the particle microphysics. For example, the

relative number of high-energy electrons produced by the coronal heating. This is a somewhat

surprising result, since the contribution functions of the individual spectral lines are highly

dependent on the assumed distribution function.

This dependency of the line intensities on the shape of the energy distribution calls for a

closer scrutiny of the spectroscopic observations. A positive diagnostics of the non-Maxwellian

distributions in the solar corona would be a “smoking gun” for the coronal heating process in-
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Figure 3.2: The same as Fig. 3.1 but for quiet Sun region.

volved and could possibly help explain the source of the solar wind. Unfortunately, the present

spectroscopic observations have limited wavelength coverages and often suffer from instrument

and calibration issues preventing the diagnostics, as well as atomic data uncertainties. A com-

prehensive search for lines suitable for diagnostics of non-Maxwellian distributions in the entire

wavelength range is planned. This is important for the interpretation of current and future

observations and could also result in improved instrument design.
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